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Oven & Grill Cleaner
P R O D U C T D ATA S H E E T

A fast and effective product for cleaning conventional
ovens, grills and barbeque trays. Its tough action quickly
cuts through grease, dirt and grime, easily removing
tough baked on deposits without scrubbing or scraping.
Product:
Type:
Intended use:
Special features:
Size:

Big D Oven & Grill Cleaner
Sprayable foam
Cleaning ovens and grills
Tough action cleaning foam for ovens, grills and
barbeques. Effective on hot appliances
300ml

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USE.
REFER TO THE APPLIANCE MANUFACTURER'S OWN INSTRUCTIONS FIRST.
1. Shake can well before use.
2. Protect floor and surrounding surfaces with newspaper.
3. Wear rubber gloves and eye protection at all times when spraying
and cleaning.
4. For ovens: remove racks and grill. Heat oven to 75°C/167°F or and
lowest gas setting and then switch off, including pilot light. Electric
cookers should be isolated by switching off the supply.
5. Holding can upright, spray evenly at a distance of approximately 20
cm (8”) allowing foam to cover all surfaces. If foam breaks, the oven
is too hot. Allow to cool slightly, then re-apply.
6. Leave for up to 10 minute with oven door open, then wipe clean with a
damp cloth or sponge. Stubborn stains may need a second
application. Wipe down with clean water, lightly polishing afterwards
with a dry cloth.
7. Ventilate oven thoroughly when cleaning is finished.
8. Remember to turn on electric switch and re-light pilot lights.
9. For barbeque trays, oven racks and grills: before treating ensure that
appliances are not warmer than 75°/167°F. Remove cap and spray,
leave for at least 10minutes. Wipe clean with a damp sponge or cloth
and rinse thoroughly. Use in a well ventilated area and avoid any
contact with burning charcoal or running gas as it may inflame.
HEALTH & SAFETY
Signal word:
Danger
Hazard statement: Extremely flammable aerosol. Pressurised container:
May burst if heated. May be corrosive to metals.
Causes severe skin burns and eye damage.
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